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San-keys T4 Panel -
Your Best Companion for Portable Production

With increasing popularity of live streaming software like
vMix, more and more users started to ask, what kind of
computer configuration will provide the best workhorse
for the software, in terms of reliability and cost? Which
kind of input/output card best fit with the system? How
to reduce the size of desktop computer to build the
system?

With years of experience in making control panel for live
streaming software, San-keys listened to the voice of
customers and developed the T4 San-keys panel, to help
customers to solve problems which listed above.

Choose your favorable brand laptop

It’s not necessary to build your own computer for
the system, to avoid any incompatible issues, also
branded computer price is very reasonable with
good enough service for your need. Simply choose
the laptop you like with requirements of what the
software has issued, then you are all set for
production, because, with T4, as it comes with
HDMI input, so, you no longer need to look for
video interface unit.

Adding colors to your professional production.

To let producer easier to identify the keys and less
boring, San-keys is adding color LED to the panel, so
that producer can see exactly what source he/she
would like to take
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The PRO way to produce your program

No more working just with your mouse and keyboard, get
ready to control through T-bar, which accurately deliver
the switching process all under your control!

The PRO way to produce your program

Control your ptz through T4’s joystick*

The PRO way to produce your program

Adjust audio level from mic to headsets by turning the
knobs on T4

The PRO way to produce your program

As a program host, you may have to look straight into the
camera which is live on air, with T4’s wireless Tally, host
can simply look into the camera with RED Tally Lite and
prepare to switch to the next camera with GREEN Tally
Lite which is the standby camera

*Will be available soon
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Application:

Live Web hosting events, Virtual Studio application, Distance learning, whatever live events you can
think of!
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* Features and specifications are subject to change without notice

The PRO way to produce your program- System diagram

Model T4
Communication Protocol MIDI, Thunderbolt 3

Thunderbolt 3 x2
USB 2.0-A x1
USB 3.0 x2
RS458 x1

Input HDMI x4
Output HDMI x1
Supported Software vMix, OBS*, Compatible to all software adopt MIDI protocol for communication
Keys 64 keys, knobs x3 for audio level, T-bar, Joystick
Tally triggers built-in 433M wireless Tally trigger, support SDLX Tally protocol
Power Supply 20V
Size 45.4 (L) x 24.5 (W) x 5.5 (H) in cm
Weight 2.35kg
Power Consumption Max 15W

Connectors

Specifications


